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HIGHLIGHTS
• There is a large international variation in community orientation between GPs.
• In countries with a defined patient list GPs are more community oriented.
• GPs more active in prevention and multidisciplinary cooperation are more community oriented.
• GPs using medical records to make overviews are more community oriented.
• GPs in areas with more ethnic minority people are more community oriented.

ABSTRACT
General practitioners (GPs) are frontline health workers. They should be sensitive to the health needs of the community in addition to caring for patients that visit their practice. Due to changes in demography, epidemiology, ecology and healthcare policy, a community orientation becomes more important. Our research question is: to what extent does community orientation of GPs vary between countries and GPs and how can this variation be explained? We use cross-sectional survey data from the QUALICOPC study, conducted among over 7000 GPs in 34 countries. Community orientation was measured through a scale constructed from three survey questions on whether GPs would take action when confronted with: repeated accidents in an industrial setting, frequent respiratory problems in patients living near a certain industry, and repeated cases of food poisoning in the local community. Independent variables are at
healthcare system level and GP or practice level. Data were analysed using linear multilevel regression analysis. Community orientation varies between GPs and countries. Community orientation is more frequent in healthcare systems with a list system, among self-employed GPs, those using medical records to make overviews, and those more active in prevention and multidisciplinary cooperation. GPs in rural areas and areas with more people from ethnic minorities are more community oriented. Based on the variation between countries and GPs, we would like to raise awareness and underline the importance of multidisciplinary cooperation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Current changes in demography, epidemiology and ecology require general practitioners (GPs) to strengthen their community oriented approach. Community orientation of GPs and – broader – of primary care, means that care providers assume responsibility for the population in their practice area instead of only for those people that visit the practice. Community oriented service provision is sensitive to the health needs of the population [1]. This is facilitated by insight in population health issues, involvement of GPs in the community and involvement of the community in health related issues [2]. In this article we try to explain differences in community orientation of GPs in 34 countries.

A community oriented approach of GPs has become more important for several reasons. Ageing of the population leads to higher prevalence of chronic disease and multi-morbidity [3]. Chronic diseases are to a large extent life style related. People increasingly age in place [4], partly due to policies to contain long-term care costs [5] and partly due to preferences of elderly people themselves [6]. These changes in demography and epidemiology add to long-known ecological hazards, such as environmental pollution and occupational risks. They can be observed by GPs by looking into patterns of ill-health in their patient population. According to Wonca Europe (the scientific and academic association of European GPs) one of the core competences of GPs is ‘the ability to reconcile the health needs of individual patients and the health needs of the community in which they live in balance with available resources’ [1]. Consequently, taking responsibility only for those who visit the practice is not sufficient. A responsive, active and outreaching approach is needed. Primary care and health care in general are shifting from disease oriented care, e.g. in the form of disease management programmes [7] to patient oriented care where patients are seen as more than their disease and finally towards people-centred care [8]. The latter includes both an orientation towards persons and towards the local community [9].

In the definition of its founders, Community Oriented Primary Care (COPC) is defined by the following elements: the use of epidemiology and clinical skills to characterize the health needs of the community, assuming responsibility for a defined population, clear-defined programs to address communities’ health needs, community involvement, and accessibility to services [2].

Against this background, we analysed data from a multi-country survey among GPs to answer the following research questions:

• How does community orientation vary between countries and GPs or practices?
How can this variation be explained by characteristics of GPs and characteristics of the organisation of their practices and of health care systems?

We use secondary data, collected in the international QUALICOPC study. In this study, community orientation has been measured by three survey questions on whether GPs would take action when confronted with repeated accidents in an industrial setting, frequent respiratory problems in patients living near a certain industry, and repeated cases of food poisoning in the local community. This measurement is less encompassing than the concept of COPC in its original formulations [2], but can be seen as approximation of the phenomenon.

2. HYPOTHESES
We have developed a number of hypotheses to guide the analyses. They relate to the potential influence of characteristics of the GPs, their practice, and the healthcare system they work in, as shown in Fig. 1.

[FIGURE 1]

At the country level, we expect that characteristics of the healthcare system, the political composition of governments, and economic resources are related to the extent to which GPs have adopted a community oriented approach.

2.1. Health care system characteristics

GPs in countries with a stronger structure of primary care (PC) are hypothesized to be more community oriented, because they have invested more in PC than GPs in countries with weaker PC structures [10].

\[ H1 \] GPs community orientation is stronger in countries with stronger primary care

In countries with a national health system (NHS) we expect more community orientation compared to countries with social health insurance (SHI) and transitional systems, because the centralized structure of a national health system facilitates implementation of organizational changes in general [11].

\[ H2 \] GPs community orientation is higher in NHS systems than in SHI or transitional systems

In countries that have a patient list system, GPs are responsible for a defined population, which is a prerequisite for COPC [2,12]. Therefore, we argue that GPs in countries with an obligatory list system are more prone to community orientation.

\[ H3 \] GPs community orientation is higher in countries with an obligatory patient list system

2.2. Political composition

Strong primary care requires active policies [13] and countries that have a left-wing government are more willing to intervene [14]. Previously an association has been found with strength of primary care [10]. COPC is a strategy that is used to create access to healthcare for all societal groups, and may thus be seen as an equalizing strategy [15] that will therefore likely be endorsed more by left-wing political parties [11].
**H4** GPs community orientation is higher in countries with a longer history of left-wing parties in government

2.3. Economic resources
Traditionally, COPC developed in lower and middle income countries. The urgency to provide health care within a small budget by focussing on COPC is stronger in these countries [16].

**H5** GPs community orientation is higher in countries with lower GDP
At the level of GP practices, we expect that structural aspects of the practice organization, the available resources and working style [17] are related to community orientation of GPs working in these practices. Moreover, we expect the environment in which GPs perform their tasks are related to community orientation.

2.4. Structure of the practice
Previous research [18,19] has indicated that self-employment is associated with greater GP involvement in non-basic general practice and greater feelings of responsibility for outcomes of the practice in general. Community oriented practice is an example of a service presently not basic to general practice, and it requires a sense of responsibility for the health of a population. Therefore, it is argued that self-employed GPs are more community oriented than salaried GPs.

**H6** GPs community orientation is higher for self-employed GPs than for salaried GPs
We expect that GPs in fee-for-service systems are less inclined to implement COPC than GPs in salaried or capitation payment systems, because GPs in capitation and salary systems receive a fixed amount of money respectively per patient or per hour worked and can therefore allow themselves to spend time on COPC without decrease in income. Additionally, it is expected that GPs in capitation payment systems, since they have an incentive to keep the patients tied to their practice, are more likely to be involved in COPC than GPs in salaried payment systems.

**H7** GPs community orientation is lowest with fee-for-service payment, higher with salaried payment and highest with capitation payment

2.5. Resources of the practice
Electronic medical records may be used to generate overviews to gain insight in population health problems, which is a condition for COPC.

**H8** GPs community orientation is higher if they use electronic medical records to generate overviews of their patient population

2.6. Working style
Preventive care usually addresses people irrespective of whether they are already a patient; therefore, practices that have a more preventive way of working might also show a stronger community orientation [20,21].

**H9** GPs community orientation is higher when they provide more services in preventive care
Interdisciplinary cooperation opens up to address broader problems than just medical problems and opens up sources of information about community health and ways of dealing with the community’s health needs [22,23].

**H10** *GPs community orientation is higher when they work interdisciplinary*

### 2.7. Task environment (the area where a practice is located)

In rural areas, the number and scale of GP practices is usually smaller and thus it may be easier to know the population and their living circumstances and therefore facilitate a community orientation [24].

**H11** *GPs community orientation is higher for GPs in rural areas*

In areas with a disadvantaged population or in areas with larger shares of migrants or ethnic populations access to healthcare is often lower [25,26]. Community orientation may help GPs to adopt a more inclusive approach.

**H12a** *GPs community orientation is higher in areas with a higher percentage of socially disadvantaged patients or patients from ethnic minorities*

At the level of GPs we formulated two hypotheses: GPs having no other paid activities could be more community oriented because there is no ‘time competition’ from other paid activities.

**H13** *GPs community orientation is higher when they have no other paid, professional activities*

Gender of the GP may be related to their community orientation, although no direction can be specified; female GPs could be more community oriented as a result of a more communal [27] and preventive attitude [28], but they could also be less community oriented due to more demands from family care and household tasks [27,29]. We therefore have no specific hypothesis about GP gender.

### 3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

#### 3.1. Data

The data on community orientation of GPs, GP practice and GP characteristics were collected in the EU co-funded QUALICOPC study (see Box 1) [30]. We use information from the survey among GPs in 34 countries, three of which are outside Europe and five European but not EU Member States. 7183 GPs participated in the survey; varying from 70 respondents in Malta to 535 in Canada. The development of the questionnaire and the data collection have been described elsewhere [31,32].

[Box 1]

#### 3.2. Measurements

The dependent variable was constructed from the QUALICOPC GP questionnaire. The questionnaire was designed to evaluate the strength of primary care [33] and three questions were added to get an impression of community orientation of GPs. These questions were based on the current literature: “If you were confronted through your patient contacts with the following occurrences, would you report this (for instance to an authority)?
– repeated accidents in an industrial setting,
– frequent respiratory problems in patients living near a certain industry,
– repeated cases of food poisoning among people living in a certain district”.

The answering categories were: yes, probably yes, probably not, no, and don’t know. Strength of the PC structure was measured using data from Kringos [33] in which countries were categorized on a scale from 1 to 3 for which 1 = weak PC structure and 3 = strong PC structure. Type of healthcare system was characterized in three groups: national health systems, social health insurance systems and transitional systems ([34], [35], [36]). Political composition of governments was measured following Kringos [10], using the weighted number of years left-wing parties were in power in the period 1960–2014 [37]. Whether health care system have a patient list system, was mainly taken from Kringos et al [38] for the European countries. For the non-European countries we refer to [[39], [40], [41]]. GDP per capita was taken from the World Bank (http://databank.worldbank.org.proxy.library.uu.nl/data/reports.aspx?source=2&series=NY.GDP.PCAP.PP.KD&country, data for 2011).

The independent variables to test the hypotheses at GP/practice level were all taken from the GP questionnaire of the QUALICOPC study. So were three GP/practice level control variables (GP age, whether GPs receive financial incentives for preventive activities, and whether they share an accommodation with other GPs).

3.3. Statistical analysis
Because of the nested structure of the data, multilevel linear regression analysis was applied. We used a multi-response model with the three items that constitute the dependent variable at the lowest level, nested within GPs as second level and within countries as highest level. Because only one GP per practice was invited to participate, the GPs and their practices form one level. We applied a multi-response model because the three items are correlated (correlation coefficients between 0.64 and 0.71).
To avoid loss of observations due to missing values, we included dummy variables for the missing values in the independent variables. None of these dummies were significant; hence we don’t report them in the tables.
The following modelling strategy was used. We first estimated an empty model (Model 0) to evaluate the variation in our outcome at GP/practice level and country level. Model 1 contains the control variables and in model 2 the GP and practice characteristics from our hypotheses are added. Model 2 is the baseline model for the evaluation of the country level variables. Due to the (relatively) small number of countries, we can only add few country characteristics at the same time to avoid over-determination. GDP per head, as operationalisation economic resources of country, is not only used to evaluate the hypothesis that less economic resources coincide with more community orientation, but can also be seen as an important confounder at country level. Model 3 contains GDP per head in addition to the GP and practice variables. This is the baseline model for the other country characteristics that are added and removed again one by one: in Model 3 A the strength of the structure of primary care is added; in Model 3B the structure of the health system; in Model 3C whether a list system is used; and finally in Model 3D the political composition of the government is added.
We will report Model 0 and Model 2 and leave out Model 1, because it does not add more information than Model 2. In reporting the coefficients of the country variables, we leave the GP level coefficients out, because they are hardly affected by including the country level variables. A significance level of $p < 0.05$ for GP/practice variables and $p < 0.10$ for country level variables (because of the small number of observations at country level) was used.

4. RESULTS
The countries in our study substantially differ with respect to community orientation. GPs from Norway, Turkey, Spain and Italy perceived themselves as very community oriented. On the other part of the spectrum there are Cyprus, Estonia, Hungary and Germany (Fig. 2). Of the non-European countries Canada and Australia are in the lower third and New Zealand in the upper third of the distribution.

[FIGURE 1]
The variation between countries in the empty model is 13% (Table 1; random part).

[TABLE 1]
The fixed part of Table 1 shows that GPs who use their medical records to generate overviews of the practice population are more community oriented. GPs who more often meet with other primary care professionals and those who more often ask medical specialists for advice are more community oriented. GPs in mixed urban/rural or rural areas and GPs who have their practice in an area with above average numbers of people from ethnic minorities are more community oriented than those in big (inner) cities or those with below average numbers of people from ethnic minorities. GPs who reported to be more active in the field of prevention are more community oriented. Those who have other paid professional activities are also more community oriented. Self-employed GPs are more community oriented compared to salaried GPs. Of the control variables working in a shared accommodation with other GPs is negatively related to community orientation.

GPs in the former communist countries – also denoted as transitional health care systems – are less community oriented compared to those in national health service system (Table 2). Of the other country variables only whether or not GPs in general have a defined patient list, is related to community orientation.

[TABLE 2]
Although we found a number of significant relationships between GP or practice characteristics and community orientation, the explanatory power in terms of reduced variance is only small. This can be seen in the small decrease in GP level variance in model 2 compared to the empty model (Model 0). Whether or not GPs have a patient list explains around 10% of the variation between countries (comparing the country level variance in Model 3 with that in Model 3C).

5. DISCUSSION
In this article we have developed and tested a set of hypotheses about the community orientation of GPs. The hypotheses addressed differences between countries,
between GP practices and between GPs. As regards country characteristics, our hypotheses about the strength of primary care, about the left-wing government and about economic resources were refuted. The hypothesis about national health systems is partly corroborated. The role of these health system characteristics is not specific for community orientation; however, if national health policy makers have focused on introducing more community oriented primary care, organisational changes and specific incentives may be more easy to introduce in a more centralized health system. The hypothesis about having a patient list system is corroborated. At the level of the GP practices we have looked at the structure, resources, usual ways of working and task environment. Concerning the structural aspects of the practice, we found that capitation payment was not related to community orientation. We found that self-employed GPs were more community oriented. Employment status in itself is not related to community orientation; however, if incentives for a pro-active and outreaching approach in primary care would be introduced, in general self-employed GPs are more likely to act on these incentives. Using the medical record system as a resource to generate overviews of the patient population is related to community orientation, as hypothesized. The hypotheses about the working style in the area of prevention and interdisciplinary cooperation were corroborated. Two of the hypotheses about the task environment in which GPs do their work were corroborated: in more rural areas and in areas with more people from ethnic minorities we find a stronger community orientation. The hypothesis about the relationship with a disadvantaged population was refuted. Finally we formulated two hypotheses about characteristics of the GPs. Gender, for which we had no specific hypothesis, turned out to be unrelated to community orientation. Having other paid professional activities was related to community orientation but in the opposite way to what we hypothesized. Although some of our hypotheses were corroborated, the share of the GP level variance that was explained is small; the explained country level variance was higher. This means that there are other influences, not captured by our hypotheses and operationalizations, that cause the variation between GPs and countries. It also means that the effects of the variables that are related to the community orientation of GPs are small.

The subject of this study – community orientation of GPs – is important and expected to become even more important. This is related to changes in demography, epidemiology and ecology, as argued in the introduction. Although GPs are the core professionals in primary care in the countries studied, primary care, and COPC in particular, are broader than GP care. However, the study does assess collaboration within primary care in relation to community orientation. A reorientation of the model of care and change in educational policy are needed to implement a broader conception of primary care and to cope with these changes. A focus on the community, inter-professional education and involvement of the local population will build legitimacy, transparency and trust in health policies and governments. Modern health policies and interventions have to be designed and adapted to the local context, and the values and preferences of the people. Care should be coordinated around people’s needs, respect their preferences, and allow for their participation in health affairs. In a broad sense community orientation is also important because of the increasing reliance of many older and frail people on informal carers. Primary care needs to involve informal carers and to monitor their coping ability.
GPs in countries with a list system are more community oriented. These GPs are responsible for a defined population and are in a position to observe the phenomena that we used to measure community orientation. They can do this by evaluating the health problems presented to them via their electronic medical records. Clinical experience of one of the authors (DRP) showed that after an environmental incident worried people from the practice population visited the primary care practice to get information about possible intoxication.

There is some evidence that community oriented primary care yields positive health effects [42], but in this field more research is needed. Our study has implications for health human resource policies. A shift towards COPC requires changes in the (primary) health workforce [43,44]. Health care providers have to learn how to adopt a community oriented approach. The mix of needed competences to do so might differ from the current profile of primary care practices. Practices need a broader range of skills, e.g. by including social workers in primary care teams. Moreover interdisciplinary cooperation is important. Current educational practices are not tuned to multidisciplinary education and practice. Educational implications of community oriented primary care have been emphasized in the literature [[45],[46],[47],[48]]. Wonca Europe has defined a community oriented way of working as a core competences of GPs [1].

This study has some strengths and weaknesses. A weakness is the measurement of community orientation. As the QUALICOPC study was not designed to study the implementation of community oriented primary care in countries, we had to work with an imperfect measurement of community orientation. Community orientation is a broader concept than that captured by reacting on external signals. It also includes defining the social characteristics of the community, identification of health problems, and involving the community [49]. It also includes a link to public health [50,51]. We did not have systematic information about the organisation of public health and social care and how these relate to community orientation. A strong local organisation of public health might cover the community situations that were used to operationalise community orientation. However, local public health tasks might also be part of the tasks of GPs, as is the case in Norway. In this country the community orientation of GPs is high.

Community orientation was measured by self-reports of GPs which might be subject to bias. We haven’t been able to find independent validation for the self-reported GP community orientation. However, in another analysis of QUALICOPC data self-reports of GPs on the range of services that they report to offer were positively related to patients’ perceptions of accessibility, continuity, and comprehensiveness of care, and involvement in decision making [52].

Given the nature of the data we are not able to say anything about the causal nature of the associations we have found. We can say that some of the hypotheses imply a causal nature of the relationship (such as the hypothesized link to a list system and capitation payment), whereas other hypotheses are more of a co-occurrence type (such as the hypothesis about preventive activities) and some associations may be the result of self-selection (such as the association with more than average numbers of people from ethnic minorities). Moreover, at least some of the hypotheses are interrelated. For example, health system characteristics influence the organisation of GP practice and both are related to community organisation.
A strength of our study is the relatively large number of countries and the large numbers of GPs and practices. The large number of countries and GPs and the richness of the data in other respects justify their use in a secondary analysis. Our analysis was guided by a set of hypotheses about different levels of potential influence on community orientation.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Our study shows that countries vary in community orientation of GPs. In particular for policy it is important that we found relationships with having a list system, the employment status of GPs, using medical records to inform practice policies, a focus on prevention and multidisciplinary cooperation. We also found relations with the task environment. This suggests that community orientation can be influenced both by national policies and by policies of the practices themselves. New incentives and regulatory conditions should be brought in place if we want primary care to develop further in the direction of community oriented care.

Educational policy is also important. Education of the future health workforce should give attention to community orientation, including ways to involve the local population in primary care. People-centredness can be enhanced by teaching primary care professionals to focus on the community, to emphasize inter-professional education and teaching how to involve the local population in primary care.
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**BOX, TABLES AND FIGURES**

Fig. 1. Summary of hypotheses to explain variation in community orientation of GPs at different levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>countries</strong></td>
<td>health system characteristics, political composition and economic resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>practices</strong></td>
<td>resources, methods, structure and task environment</td>
<td>community orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GPs</strong></td>
<td>individual characteristics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Box 1 The QUALICOPC study.

The QUALICOPC study was co-funded by the European Commission under the so-called ‘Seventh Framework Programme’, and was led by a consortium of six research institutes from Belgium, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and Slovenia. Data were collected in 31 European countries (26 EU countries, Iceland, Norway, Turkey, Switzerland and FYR Macedonia). Furthermore, research units from Australia, Canada and New Zealand have joined the study. Data collection focused on three levels: the health care system, the GP practice and patients. Data on the national primary care systems are derived from the Primary Health Care Activity Monitor Europe (PHAMEU). New information was collected through linked surveys among GPs (seen as the main providers of primary care), their patients and fieldworkers visiting GP practices. Answers to the questionnaires provide insight into the professional behaviour of GPs and the experiences of patients. In each country, the response target was 220 GPs (except for very small countries) and ten patients per GP. One GP per practice was invited to participate in the study. The questionnaires were translated in the national languages of the countries through an official forward- and back-translation procedure and in some languages of large ethnic minority groups. Ethical approval for the QUALICOPC study was acquired in accordance with the legal requirements in each country.

Table 1. Linear multilevel regression analysis (number of GPs = 7173; number of countries = 34); coefficients of GP/practice variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 0</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B (st.err.)</td>
<td>B (st.err.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed part</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>3.26 (0.037)***</td>
<td>3.26 (0.037)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (continuous)</td>
<td>0.001 (0.001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial incentive for prevention (yes = 1)</td>
<td>-0.013 (0.017)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared accommodation (yes = 1)</td>
<td>-0.039 (0.016)**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of medical records to generate overviews (yes = 1)</td>
<td>0.062 (0.015)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meetings with other PC professionals (continuous)</td>
<td>0.090 (0.016)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advice from medical specialists (continuous)</td>
<td>0.10 (0.028)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbanity (ref = big (inner) city)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ suburbs / (small) town</td>
<td>0.011 (0.017)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- mixed urban-rural / rural</td>
<td>0.072 (0.018)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socially disadvantaged (ref = below average)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- average</td>
<td>-0.013 (0.016)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- above average</td>
<td>-0.000 (0.020)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic minorities (ref = below average)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- average</td>
<td>0.024 (0.016)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- above average</td>
<td>0.048 (0.021)**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preventive activities (continuous)</td>
<td>0.218 (0.046)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other paid professional activities (yes = 1)</td>
<td>0.042 (0.016)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (female = 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment status (ref = salaried)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- self-employed</td>
<td>0.058 (0.023)**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- mixed</td>
<td>0.105 (0.067)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment system (ref = capitation)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- salaried</td>
<td>-0.020 (0.020)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- salaried combined</td>
<td>0.019 (0.023)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 0</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B (st.err.)</td>
<td>B (st.err.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- fee-for-service</td>
<td>-0.014 (0.026)</td>
<td>0.014 (0.026)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- other</td>
<td>-0.004 (0.054)</td>
<td>-0.004 (0.054)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Random part**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GP level variance</th>
<th>Country level variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.2899 (0.005)</td>
<td>0.0443 (0.011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.2827 (0.005)</td>
<td>0.0474 (0.012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ICC</strong></td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** p < 0.05.
*** p < 0.01.

Fig. 2. Average community orientation of GPs of GPs in 31 European countries.
Table 2. Linear multilevel regression analysis (number of GPs = 7173; number of countries = 34); coefficients of country variables (models include GP/practice variables of Model 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 3 A</th>
<th>Model 3B</th>
<th>Model 3C</th>
<th>Model 3D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B (st.err.)</td>
<td>B (st.err.)</td>
<td>B (st.err.)</td>
<td>B (st.err.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed part</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP/cap</td>
<td>0.000 (0.000)</td>
<td>0.000 (0.000)</td>
<td>0.000 (0.000)</td>
<td>0.000 (0.000)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength of PC (continuous)</td>
<td>0.315 (0.256)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care system (ref = NHS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- social health insurance</td>
<td>-0.014 (0.095)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- transitional</td>
<td>-0.173 (0.102)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List system (yes = 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0194 (0.092)**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yrs of left government (continuous)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.002 (0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random part</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP level variance</td>
<td>0.2827 (0.005)</td>
<td>0.2827 (0.005)</td>
<td>0.2827 (0.005)</td>
<td>0.2827 (0.005)</td>
<td>0.2827 (0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country level variance</td>
<td>0.0484 (0.012)</td>
<td>0.0476 (0.012)</td>
<td>0.0469 (0.012)</td>
<td>0.0434 (0.011)</td>
<td>0.0490 (0.012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < 0.10.
** p < 0.05.